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w. NTRODUCTION 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is twofold. First, we describe a new operator in the cohomology 
of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra: H**(A). This operator increases the stem degree t - s by 4.5 
and the filtration degree s by 6. It may be thought of as a kind of periodicity, and our main 
result is that under it the “ wedge ” subalgebra [4] of H**(A) is repeated every 4.5 stems. 
Second, we regard the methods we use as further evidence of the efficacy of the technique of 
studying H**(A) by studying H**(B) for suitably chosen subalgebra B of A. This technique 
has been used very successfully by Adams [l] in formulating his periodicity operator and 
more recently by Zachariou [7] to obtain part of the wedge. Using other subalgebras than 
that of this paper we have obtained information about other elements of H**(A) such as n, r, 
IV, G, , R, and W, (for the notation throughout the paper see [6]). These results will appear 
elsewhere. 
As an application we show ($3) that the rank of H”* ‘(A) may be arbitrarily large. 
We would like to thank Mark Mahowald for sharing with us his insights into the 
structure of H**(A). 
$1. THE MAN THEOREM 
The operator M that we will be studying is defined in the following manner. Let 
g2 = (h,h4*, h,, h,, h3) E H4v4’ (A); then g2 ho3 = 0. If x E N”*‘(A) satisfies ho3x = 0, we 
define MS = (g2, ho3, x), regarded as an element of Hs+6p ‘+“(A) modulo the indeter- 
minacy g2 Hs+2r Ic3 (A) + h,h, d,x (since h, h, do generates H6* 51(,4) [6]). 
Set M’ = M and M’ = M(M’-‘); then if Mx is defined, so is M’x. To see this, first 
note that ho3(g, H**(A) + h, h, do H**(A)) = 0, since ho3g, = 0 = ho3d,, . Further 
ho3Mr-Ix = ho3(g,, ho3, M’-’ x) = (ho3, gz , ho3)Mr-*x = (ho3 u1 ho3)g2 M’-‘x = 0 since 
the cup-one product is zero for dimensional reasons. 
Let W denote the wedge subalgebra. If x E W then h,x = 0 so Mx is defined, We can 
now state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Ifx # 0 in W then 0 6 M’x (fir aIf r 2 1). 
We will also prove a somewhat more general result. 
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THEOREM 2. Ifw,, W1, . . . . w,~WandtfO~w,+Mw,+~~-+M’w,theneachw,is 
zero. 
The proof of Theorem 1 may be outlined as follows. Let B be the exterior subalgebra of 
A generated by SqO*‘, SqO*’ and Sq” copout (in the Milnor basis notation). Then the inclu- 
sion i: B + A induces a map i* : H*(A) + H*(B) = Z,[sc, fi, y] (where ‘1, p, 7 correspond to 
Sqo.‘, Sq0.2, and Sqo.o.& respectively), We first prove that i* is a monomorphism when 
restricted to W. Then we show that under i* the operator &f corresponds to multiplication 
by a fixed element of H*(B), and we determine this element to be crf13;1’ by considering a 
special case (x = d,). Since H*(B) is a polynomial algebra, multiplication by any fixed 
element is monomorphic, and Theorem 1 follows. 
The detailed proof of Theorem 1 is given in the next section. In Section 3 we obtain 
Theorem 2 and make some further remarks. 
!$2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
LEMMA. i* is monomorphic on the wedge subalgebra W of H*A. 
Proof. Recall that W has a &basis given by P’g’J. where 1 E {d, I, d0 m, e, m, gm, P1g2, 
d,e, g, d., g2, e, g2, P’v, dOu, e,u, gu, P’d, r, P leO r, P ‘gr, d, e,r} together with g’r where 
r E (g2, 0, w, d, r, e, r, gr]. 
First we show that i*e, = UP”. This can be seen in a number of ways. First, e, already 
appears in H*(A,) (A, the subalgebra of A generated by Sq’, Sq2, Sq4) and using the resolu- 
tions described in [5] we can read off i*e, = a/3 3. Second, this is also a consequence of 
Zachariou’s work [7], i.e. if C is the subalgebra generated by Sq’y’, Sq”*2 then we have 
C 4 B -!+ A and he shows thatj*i*e, = c$13. Third, this result can be obtained by looking at 
representatives on the E,-level of the May spectral sequences of A and B. 
Now we have the following relations in H*(A): d,g = eo2, uw = v2, rl = gv = e, w [6], 
mu = e,g3 [4]. From the first of these, i*(d,,g) = (i*eJ2 = a2g6. It follows that i*d, = 
u’j” and i*g = p” (no other possibility is consistent with the bigrading conditions). Then the 
last relation implies that i*(mv) = c@‘~ from which it follows that i*m = l?‘, i*v = c@. From 
uw=~~wegeti*u=a~/3’,i*w=~~.Th f en rom rl= gv we get i*r = p6, i*l= c&. 
Finally we claim that the periodicity operators P” satisfy i*P”x = a’“i*x. This is a 
consequence of Adams’ work [I, Lemma 4.31. 
It now follows that i*x # 0 for x E W. Since all the basis elements of W have distinct 
bigradings, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA. i* : H*(A) + H*(B) takes the indeterminacy of Mx to 0. 
Proof. Since H*(B) = 0 for t < 3, i*h, = 0. As for g2, using the Steenrod operations 
in H*(A) and H*(B), we have i*g2 = i*Sq’g = Sq’i*g = Sq”fi4 = (Sq’fi)” = 0 since Sq’fl=O 
(for dimensional among other reasons). 
MAIN LEMMA. If Mx is defined, then i*Mx = (uf13y2)i*x. 
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Proof. To prove this we need a canonical construction of the Massey product .UX; 
we use the cobar construction. We have a map i*: C*A -+ C*B. For m E H*( ) let E 
denote a representative cocycle in c*( ) and for a cocycle n E C*( ) let [n] denote the 
cohomology class. Then a representative for J4,x has the form g2a + 61 where da = h,3.V 
and 66 = ijz &‘, and i*,CI.u = [i*(g? u + b.t-)] since the indeterminacy goes to 0. But i*iz, = 0 
implies that Si*a = 0 and Si*b = 0, further i*gz = 0. Therefore [i*(g,a + b.?)] = 
[i*BJ[i*a] -t- [i*b][i*.?] = i*gz[i*a] + [i”b] i*x = [i*b]i*x. It remains to determine [i*b], 
which we do by computing i*JI,u for x = (i,. 
SUBLEMMA. M(d,,) = B2 I (here B,, is the generator of H lo’ 69(A) [6]). 
Proof. First note that the indeterminacy of itf(dJ is g2 H6’ “(A) + d,, H6’ “(A) = 
g2(h,‘h,) + h,h, d,’ = 0 + 0. 
The proof consists in verifying the Massey product in the IMay spectral sequence. At 
E,, (gz, ho3, d,) has the form (b,,‘, h,j, h,(1)2). And we have that /~,~h,(l)’ = 
d,(b,,2h,(l)) and bz2’ho3 = ds K where K = h,(l)(b,, b,, + b,, b,,) [6]. Therefore the triple 
product for M(d,) can be formed in E, and equals d,,K. But C$ Ksurvives in the May spectral 
sequence and represents B,,. Our result now follows from a convergence theorem of May 
[i3, Theorem 4.11. 
SUBLEMMA. i*M(d,,) = c(‘p’y’. 
Proof. We prove this by examining the situation on the E,-level of the May spectral 
sequence. Filter A by powers of its augmentation ideal IA, i.e. F,A = A, F,A = (IA)P for 
p < 0. Then filter B by F, B = B n Fp A. Following May [2], the filtrations induce filtrations 
of the cobar constructions and give rise to spectral sequences E,***,*( ) converging to 
H*(A) and H*(B) respectively. (For A this is just the used May spectral sequence.) Then at 
the Ez-level we have Bzl represented by h,(1)3(b,,b12 + b,, 6,‘); but il*h,(l) = r/?, 
2*b04 = y’, iz*b,, = p’ and i,*b,, = 0, therefore i2*(h,(i)3(b,, b,, + b,, b13)) = zz3/3jy2. 
Since B is an exterior algebra it is easy to verify that E2(B) L,??,(B) = B (as algebras), 
therefore i*B2, = cz3/j5y2. 
Since i*d, = u2j12, it follows that [I*61 = stf13g2, and this completes the proof of the 
Main Lemma and of Theorem 1. 
$3. FURTHER RJCMtLRKS 
A closer examination of the calculations of Section 2 yields some stronger results. 
LEMMA. The image of W under i* is the idealgenerated by j3* in the subalgebra ZJcz, /I] of 
H*(B). 
In other words, the image has as a Z,-basis all elements of the form a’/?’ where 
ilO,jl8. 
This is proved simply by checking the images of the elements given previously as a 
&basis for W. We leave the verification to the reader. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. If 0 E )v, f ~Mw, + *** + &~‘NJ, then i*(~1’, I .tiw, + *** + iVfrw,) = 
0. But i*(M”w,) contains y to the power 2n, since i*(&i”b~J = ~Pfi~~~~“i*(wJ and 
i*(w,) EZ*[‘~, 81. Thus no cancellation can occur and i* must vanish on each term. By 
Theorem 1, this implies that each $v,, is zero. 
Before making our final application, we put in evidence some obvious multiplicative 
properties of the operator A4. 
If IVX and My are defined then obviously M(sy) is defined; moreover we have the 
relation (Mx)(My) c IV ‘(xy~). This follows from standard identities on triple products: 
x(My) = x($7,7 ho3, y> = (92, i103, xy} = 1M(.uy) and therefore (A!f.~)(A4y) c M((Mx)y) c 
M(M(xy)). 
In particular (Mx)’ c A~f’(?cr). If x is a wedge element then all its powers are non-zero 
[4] and thus Mx (or M’x) generates a polynomial subalgebra of H*A. 
More generally, if x is any element of H*A such that i*x f 0 then i*(x’) = (i*x)’ # 0, 
so that all powers of x are non-zero. This applies to such elements as i, j, k, x’ and B,, in 
addition to the wedge. 
PROPOSITION. The rank of H”* *(A) as a Z,-vector space may be arbitrarily large. 
Proof. We observe that there exist x, y E W such that IMX and y have the same bigrad- 
ing. Then the exponent of y in i*[(itfx)“‘y”-” ] is just 2m, because i*x and i*y do not contain 
y while each “factor” of A4 contributes a factor of y2. Hence {(~Mx)“y”-“:O _< jn < n} are 
all distinct elements with the same bigrading. 
For example, both MP’e,r and g5 lie in H20.‘20(A), and 
i*((Mp’e,r)m(g5)n-m) = R6mp10n-8my2m. 
Thus in the (lOOn)-stem there is a bigrading of rank at least n -i- 1. 
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